Criteria analysis for kinetics curves of initiated blood serum chemiluminescence
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The chemiluminescence (CL) methods unlike the other methods of determining free radicals (FR) allow investigating the kinetics of the derivation and recombination of radicals/antioxidants, and thus the development and attenuation of the process/processes after excitation in time. However, these methods are of limited application because the knowledge of the explored parameters is insufficient (maximum intensity and integrated area under the kinetics plot). The kinetics is studied by the CL methods and a new parameter (IR-criterion) of analysis of damping of the initiated CL dynamics has been introduced. The IR-criterion parameter: identifies the relationship between the rates of initiation and recombination of peroxide radicals in blood-serum samples; allows the full straightening of the CL curves; provides new information in the considered pathological processes; can serve as an additional universal characteristic of FR activity of blood serum in pathological processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Causal connectivity between pathological states and lipid peroxidation has been analyzed in the scientific literature for a long time and serves as the subject of research by many scientists.

The studies are performed in several directions. Some of them are quantitative content analysis of oxidation products such as diene conjugates and malondialdehyde (Varesi et al., 2022; Eggen et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2022). Other methods include spectral (Rubio et al., 2021) and photometric analysis (Reidy et al., 2023). In this case, one cannot ignore the research methods of the antioxidant status (Bojarczuk et al., 2022), because antioxidants inhibit oxidation processes. All the above-mentioned methods are methods for testing the end-products of oxidation. Only the chemiluminescence methods provide opportunities to study the oxidation dynamics and branching of the oxidation chain (Mas-Bargues et al., 2022). The recombination of radicals R1, R2 leads to light (Damle et al., 2022). The electrons of these substances are in an excited energy level during the transition to the basic state and the substance is emitting the excess energy as a photon. Exactly this emission is called CL (Li et al., 2022). Studying this process can provide much information about the processes occurring in the body (Oliynyk 2022).

Considering the benefits of the CL method highlights the following aspects

The first aspect is sensitivity. The recombination of radicals is responsible for the intensity of CL (Romodin 2022; Colowick et al., 1986). Therefore recombination of radicals will determine the intensity of the glow of the process and the presence of oxidative stress (OS) in the body (Colowick et al., 1986) and the CL methods are sensitive. They reveal the influence of drugs on the body and the quality of screening and monitoring therapeutic manipulation (Kohno et al., 2008).

The second aspect is equally important; it is the speed of analysis. CL analyzers provide information for three minutes, and do not require expensive and specific reagents. In this case, bioliquids analysis as an estimation of the oxidative status of the whole organism is meant, not the surface CL methods of studies of a surface and local detection of problems and areas of defeat (Teruyama et al., 2022; Syed et al., 2021; Deepa et al., 2022).

The usage of luminol and metals of variable valence greatly enhances the potential for utilizing and implementing CL methods in laboratory research. One of the applications is the investigation of the kinetics of initiated CL. The CL kinetics are initiated by adding hydrogen peroxide to the bioliquid, followed by the occurrence of glow kinetics. As with any typical laboratory analysis, such studies should have quantitative characteristics (Freyer et al., 2008). There are several such characteristics identified:

- the intensity of the maximum peak Imax – defines the maximum concentration of peroxide radicals formed in the sample after the introduction of hydrogen peroxide;
- the area under the plot S – determines the total number of radicals formed during peroxidation processes.

These are two main features of the study. Also, there are two additional numerical characteristics of kinetics: the maximum angles of the increase and the glow recession. They characterize the maximum rates of formation and recombination of radicals (Oldham et al., 2000; Rizzo et al., 2022; Kaczmarek, 2011; Wang et al., 2016).

Yet, all these quantitative characteristics do not allow conducting a qualitative analysis without studying the kinetics curves.

The initial use of the methods of investigation of initiated CL kinetics for the analysis of lipid peroxidation was promising. However, they have not been widely introduced into diagnostic laboratory practice due to some issues:
the variability of curves of initiated CL.
– these parameters (Imax, S) do not allow a quantitative diagnosis of pathology (Muller et al., 2013)
– at pathological stages, these parameters often overlap
– deviation of one of them does not always indicate pathology
– getting two or more parameters in normal limits does not ensure the absence of a pathological condition.

The present article is devoted to the finding of such an additional quantitative clinical diagnostic criterion for analyzing initiated CL kinetics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method of initiated CL requires using FeSO₄ to study blood serum. Ions of variable valence make it possible to increase the intensity of CL by oxidation chain branching. The temperature of the experiment was 38°C.

In experiments, we used fibrinogen-free BS of healthy people and also patients with different pathological processes. Blood samples for the experiments were taken in the morning on an empty stomach. The initiated H₂O₂ (2%) CL BS in the solution (BS + FeSO₄) (0.02 mM + phosphate buffer) was investigated. We did not utilize any additional radiation to initiate the luminescence. The glow resulting from the chemical reaction was captured using an FEU-79 photomultiplier. The electrical signal obtained was then amplified and processed by a PC (refer to Fig. 1).

More details on the experiment methodology and equipment are available below in this article (Oliynyk, 2016; Chaichi et al., 2016).

Free radical oxidation involves three stages: initiation with speed $w_i$, propagation, and termination (free radicals combine to form stable molecules (with radiation of excess energy) and prevent their further reaction with other molecules (without light emission).

Overall, free radical oxidation can cause damage to cells and tissues in the body, leading to various diseases and conditions such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, and aging. Antioxidants can help to prevent or reduce the damage caused by free radicals by neutralizing them and breaking the chain reaction.

The most significant influence on the CL process with a lack of branching is introduced by the recombination of radicals. Consequently, the emission intensity is proportional to the speed of that recombination:

$$I = \eta k [\text{radicals}]^2$$

where:
- $\eta$ – the CL quantum efficiency
- $k$ – the constant of the speed of the peroxy radicals recombination
- [radicals] – the radicals concentration.

Since the recombination of FR mainly leads to radiation. Initiation is characterized by a sharp flash, and transition into the stationary condition is characterized by a decrease in the CL intensity.

In Non-Stationary mode:

$$\frac{d[\text{radicals}]}{dt} = w_i - \eta k [\text{radicals}]^2$$

where $w_i$ is the constant of the rate of the radicals formation.

$t$ – time moment.

We ignored all the intermediate reactions of peroxidation therefore in the future we will use the above definition.

Integration of the given formula leads to the following result:

$$\frac{1}{2w_i k} \ln \frac{[\text{radicals}]_0}{\sqrt{[\text{radicals}] - w_i k t}} = t$$

In Stationary mode, when our system stabilizes $\frac{d[\text{radicals}]}{dt} = 0$, so:

$$[\text{radicals}] = \frac{w_i}{\sqrt{k}}$$

then we get

$$\ln \frac{[\text{radicals}]_0}{[\text{radicals}]_0 - [\text{radicals}]} = 2t \sqrt{w_i k}$$

substitute into (see Eqn 5):

$$\frac{I_0}{I} = \frac{[\text{radicals}]_0^2}{[\text{radicals}]}$$

the final result:

$$\ln \sqrt{\frac{I_0}{I}} = 2t \sqrt{w_i k}$$

where:
- $I$ – the time from the moment when hydrogen peroxide was introduced
- $I_0$ – the emission intensity for the $t$ time moment
- $I_t$ – the emission intensity at the moment when intensity becomes stationary (in our case after 70 seconds).

So in $\ln \sqrt{\frac{I_0}{I}}$, rectification of the initiated CL kinetics coordinates should take place.

BS is a complex heterogeneous environment and therefore the process of oxidation and recombination will be much more difficult for several reasons. Primarily, the heterogeneity and presence processes of radical hydration radicals. This will be shown in forthcoming studies on spectrum analysis during the reaction of recombination of peroxy radicals. Note that the kinetics of fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra often exhibit similar kinetic curves. However, in the case of chemiluminescence, the glow occurs due to the recombination of free radicals, such as peroxydes, which are formed as a result of a chemical reaction. The subsequent process involves relaxation to the ground state of the recombination products. In contrast, in fluorescence and phosphorescence kinetics (without observing a
chemical reaction), only relaxation to the ground state occurs, as the molecule is excited during light irradiation of the sample. If fluorescence and phosphorescence are utilized to enhance the glow in the chemiluminescence reaction, the proposed approach carries the same significance.

All the samples of BS at pathological conditions were taken before medical treatment. The main task of this study is to refute or confirm the theory that chemiluminograms will be straightened in the specified coordinates. That the tangent of the straightening angle (IR-criterion) may vary depending on the pathology.

More than 774 chemiluminograms were analyzed, but only a few pathological conditions were selected. The criterion for choosing pathological conditions to be analyzed was an attempt to combine viral, bacterial, and fungal infections, and diseases of unknown etiology – sarcoidosis. We did not include cancer – they will be the subject of a forthcoming study.

Note: On each BS sample, we conducted a minimum of three independent parallel experiments and made an interesting discovery. When it came to Imax and S, we had to discard results that deviated by more than 5% to avoid false-positive outcomes. However, for the angle tangent, such exclusion was unnecessary as the results did not differ by more than 5%. Thus, the relationship between the rates of initiation and recombination of peroxide radicals in the samples appears to be a more stable characteristic than the area under the plot and the maximum intensity of ICL. This suggests that in the analysis of 2\sqrt{w_1k_1}, we have a more reliable parameter than Imax and S. Nonetheless, chemiluminograms displaying a deviation of more than 5% across all these parameters were rejected since we also analyzed the average values for Imax and S. Please refer to Fig. 2 for the calculation scheme.

Below we describe the division of patients suffering from different forms and diseases into six groups:

1. Active forms of pulmonary tuberculosis 14 (fourteen) people, the tuberculosis was diagnosed for the first time (disseminated forms of tuberculosis).
2. Sarcoidosis 8 (eight) people.
3. Hepatitis 21 (twenty-one) people. Viral hepatitis is not divided into subgroups. The group includes viral hepatitis of the group A, B, C.
4. Influenza 20 (twenty) people. The blood sampling was done after hospitalizing, the strain was not classified.
5. Aspergiloma 5 (five) people. Aspergiloma of the lungs was investigated against the background of pulmonary tuberculosis.
6. The control group of 51 (fifty-one) people.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The differences in the results for Imax and S between the control group and pathological conditions were not always clear although these parameters were well correlated between themselves within a group.

The group correlation coefficients:

1. Active forms of pulmonary tuberculosis – 0.944
2. Sarcoidosis – 0.88
3. Hepatitis – 0.84
4. Influenza – 0.95
5. Aspergiloma – 0.76
6. Control – 0.93

This means that within a group the parameters Imax and S are interrelated. The weakest correlation between Imax and S values was observed in aspergilloma. This could be due to the fungal infection and its stage, which can cause changes in the ratio between primary and secondary radicals in the middle of the group. Similar deviations were also observed in the middle of the group with sarcoidosis and hepatitis. Chemiluminescence is a highly sensitive parameter, and even the phase of the lesion can affect the relationship between Imax and S values, and thus the correlation between them.

Figure 3 shows a typical view of a chemiluminogram of one of the samples of the control group. The first maximum appeared at 0.6–1 sec after the introduction of H2O2. After this, the intensity of luminescence sharply decreased.

In the control group and in all pathological processes, there was no difference in the chemiluminescence view (except the group of chemiluminograms for certain types of cancer). All the chemiluminograms have an exponential character.

The confidence intervals of the main parameters for each pathology (the maximum intensity and the area under the plot) overlap with the confidence intervals of the parameters for the control group. This indicates selective sensitivity to the disease and low specificity of the corresponding criteria (see Table 1).

The analysis of chemiluminograms as to the coordinates (t; ln (\frac{dx}{dy})) (see Fig. 4) showed the straightening of chemiluminograms for the control group and in all pathological conditions in coordinates (t; ln (\frac{dx}{\sqrt{w_1k_1}})).

Let’s write the equation \( y = \ln (\frac{dx}{dx} - 2\sqrt{w_1k_1}) \) in the form \( y = at \), where \( y = \ln (\frac{dx}{\sqrt{w_1k_1}}) \). The coefficient for the variable (angle coefficient) \( a = 2\sqrt{w_1k_1} \) is nothing but the tangent of the angle of inclination of the straight line to the abscissa axis. The 2\sqrt{w_1k_1} (IR-criterion) differs from the control group under pathological conditions. Note that we have not analyzed chemiluminograms of other biological fluids; the obtained results we can design only for the blood serum tests (Table 1).
A significant increase in the parameters I\text{max} and S relative to the control group was observed only in groups 1 (tuberculosis) (I\text{max} at 76.14% (p<0.05), S at 103.17% (p<0.01)) and 2 (sarcoidosis) (I\text{max} at 54.55% (p<0.05), S at 147.17% (p<0.01)). Such an increase indicates a significant increase of FR in the organism. We know that a quick flash is responsible for the number of primary FR formed in the organism. The primary radicals include semihions, superoxides, and nitroxides. The FR formed during the oxidation are consumed by recombination with emissions of light. Note that under the introduction of hydrogen peroxide into the samples, in the control group and in all pathologies, it was observed a significant level of CL 0.05–0.7 mV. The secondary oxidation processes that occur in the system correspond to this level. The high level of the plateau at tuberculosis and sarcoidosis indicates significant number of secondary radicals formed in the serum samples. These radicals include hypochloride, hydroxyl radicals, and lipid radicals. The parameter S which indicates the total number of recombinant radicals in the sample by eliminating the quanta of light is also much higher than the norm.

A large number of primary radicals is also observed with diseases such as hepatitis and influenza. I\text{max}=2.154 mV – at hepatitis and 1.946 mV – at influenza, however, the situation changes when we consider the total number of radicals recombinated by light emission («Hepatitis» S = 28.45 mV×sec, «Influence» S=23.84 mV×sec).

At the same time, under these pathologies we sometimes observed results falling into the normal range on these parameters.

A totally different case was with tuberculosis complicated by asperhiloma. In this case, both the number of primary radicals and secondary radicals recombinated by light emission was below the norm. These effects can be caused by the four ways of reaction evolution in the sample:
1. the low level of radicals;
2. the high level of antioxidants;
3. non-radiative recombination of radicals;
4. the luminescence quenching molecules’ environment.

All these four ways and mechanisms are equally possible and require further study.

The results for the angles tangents of straightening are not homogeneous. In particular – in the IR-criterion, no significant increase in tuberculosis and sarcoidosis was observed. Also, there is an overlapping of the confidence intervals in these diseases (Fig. 5).

A significant overlap of the confidence intervals is observed between tuberculosis and control groups (p>0.75), and between the sarcoidosis and control groups (p>0.75). At the same time, no overlapping of confidence intervals at hepatitis (p<0.01), influenza (p<0.01), and asperhiloma (p<0.01) were found.

A significant and sustained increase of IR-criteria at influenza, hepatitis, and asperhiloma was observed, which indicates that in these diseases deviations towards the initiation/recombination of peroxide radicals occur. So, we can confidently apply this parameter as an additional criterion to improve chemiluminogram analysis in various pathological conditions, as well as the investigation of processes of free radical oxidation (FRO) and OS.

In modern biology, the activation of lipid peroxidation is considered a universal response of living systems to extreme factors. In general, the prooxidant-antioxidant status of the organism reflects the balance between the two opposite actions, namely the antioxidant properties (defence) and the formation of FR (damage). The influence of extreme factors (viruses, bacteria, xenobiotics, radiation, etc.) leads to the rejection of their balance in the proxidant direction and the development of the so-called OS (Paulsen et al., 2013). On the one hand, FRO at all stages of the course forms a series of products re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathological conditions</th>
<th>I\text{max} ± m (mV)</th>
<th>S ± m (mV×sec)</th>
<th>IR-criterion ± m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>1.76±0.07</td>
<td>18.91±1.21</td>
<td>0.081±0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary tuberculosis</td>
<td>3.10±0.59</td>
<td>38.42±4.69</td>
<td>0.099±0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcoidosis</td>
<td>2.72±0.57</td>
<td>46.98±3.85</td>
<td>0.099±0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>2.154±0.34</td>
<td>28.45±2.18</td>
<td>0.123±0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence</td>
<td>1.946±0.37</td>
<td>23.84±2.22</td>
<td>0.122±0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asperhiloma</td>
<td>0.677±0.08</td>
<td>12.73±1.14</td>
<td>0.122±0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sulting from the interaction of FR with each other and with biological macromolecules (Rahman, 2013). On the other hand, the analysis of the kinetic profile has not appeared as a universal factor in the process progress analysis. Important is the fact that the results of our investigation comply with the data published in literary sources. For example, the authors in (Wilson et al., 2009) point to the fact that the FR play a significant role in the formation of lung fibrosis in pulmonary tuberculosis. This is confirmed by our results, in particular, we observed the increased levels of FR which caused an increase in both CL intensity maximum and S parameter.

For tuberculosis, the rate constants of initiation-recombination reactions are slightly different from the norm. Pulmonary tuberculosis is a serious and contagious illness that results from infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. It was studied in research the levels of free radicals, antioxidant capacity, and lipid profile in individuals who are afflicted with pulmonary tuberculosis (Vidhya et al., 2019). When macrophages engulf Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the bacterium prevents the phagosome from maturing and fusing with lysosomes. This allows the pathogen to survive and multiply inside the phagocytic vacuoles, despite the hostile environment created by reactive oxygen and nitrogen intermediates produced by the macrophages. These highly toxic molecules, which include hydrogen peroxide, nitric oxide, and peroxynitrite, are normally produced at low levels during metabolic processes and are neutralized by antioxidant systems in the cell. However, during infection, their concentrations increase and cause damage to the cell’s lipids, nucleic acids, proteins, and metal cofactors, leading to mutagenesis, necrosis, and apoptosis (Dalvi et al., 2013). This may be due to a proportional increase in both the primary and secondary FR (Meulmeester et al., 2022) in the body.

Sarcoidosis also causes the OS. Our results reflect an increase of the same parameters (I and S), therefore the content of FR. Other authors (Boots et al., 2009) point to the reduction of the blood serum antioxidant status. The dependence of the rate of initiation of oxidation and recombination of radicals in this case has not changed, therefore the ratio of primary and secondary radicals in this case corresponds to the norm.

Hepatitis has slightly different parameters. The significantly increased levels of primary radicals against the background of reducing the secondary oxidation processes reveals the fact that the virus itself induces reactive forms of oxygen (Farinati et al., 2007). So, we can predict an increase in oxidation rate constants of oxidation initiation. Furthermore, the mitochondrial dysfunction, observed in work (Moezzi et al., 2022), is induced by the hepatitis C virus and decreases the oxidation of fat acids and accelerates the formation of reactive oxygen forms causing fat accumulation in the liver. This indicates that the number of secondary radicals is reduced, as well as the total number of FR, which fully confirms our results.

Influenza is also characterized by increasing of primary radicals against the background of reducing the total number of radicals in the organism. The indicator IR-criterion increased at this pathological state to which we also find the confirmation in the literature. In particular, in (Andrés et al., 2022), the increase in reactive oxygen forms under this pathological condition was emphasized.

Aspergillosis was the last interesting subject of our study. Again, we observed a decrease in both primary and secondary radicals. Literature source (Ryoo et al., 2009) provides an interesting fact concerning the synthesis of connections based on the fermentation broth of Aspergillus sp. FN070449 (KCTC 26428) with antioxidant properties. So, the aspergillus infection as a complication of tuberculosis may lead to a reduction of the total number of FR. But at the same time, it increases relative to the control group, that is the ratio of primary and secondary radicals increases. The above considerations prove, that the introduced criterion, quantitatively and informatively shows the evolution of oxidative processes in the organism and can serve as an additional clinical diagnostic criterion for the quantitative analysis of chemiluminesgrams.

Although the analysis of chemiluminesgrams did not demonstrate selective specificity and sensitivity towards pathologies, it is still a useful and relevant method for evaluating the level of free radical processes in patients and monitoring their dynamics (for the purpose of assessing treatment effectiveness). Additional justification is required for the analysis of fluorescence and phosphorescence kinetics. However, preliminary analysis suggests that the fluorescence and phosphorescence kinetic curves also align within these coordinates.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the analysis of chemiluminesgrams, we introduced an additional quantitative criterion (IR-criterion: \(I/\sqrt{S}\)). The parameter introduced displays the angle tangent of straightening chemiluminesgrams in the coordinates \((t, \ln(\frac{[FRO]}{[O_2]})\). This straightening was observed in chemiluminesgrams under normal conditions and in pathological processes, with the exception of with the exception of chemiluminesgrams characterized by two peaks. The basic assumption in the simulation was the absence of a degenerate chain FRO.

Through a comparative analysis of available publications, we found significant consistency between the data of peroxide oxidation/free radicals and obtained by us the new parameter. This suggests that this criterion can be considered a complementary and independent parameter for estimating FRO.

Therefore, the investigation of the straightening of chemiluminesgrams in the coordinates \((t, \ln(\frac{[FRO]}{[O_2]})\) reveals promising perspectives for comparative monitoring of pathological states and creates a new paradigm in the study of the kinetics of initiated CL. This analysis will enable the combination of parameters such as intensity and area under the graph, providing an additional description of the rapid chemical transformations accompanied by light emission.
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